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HfTHODOOTIOH

During recent yeara there haa been an Increased belief

that education for family living should be shared by the

schools. Uhangea in industrial and economic life during the

twentieth oentury have brought concomitant changes in the

family. These changes in fa.niliea are apparent in many ways:

in smaller size, in the predominance of the urban family, in

the mobility of the family, and, especially, in its instabil-

ity.

Many functions formerly served by the family have been

transferred to other agencies. The family ia no longer so

ooncerned with the mailing of things. The large family has

become an economic burden rather than an asset. The produc-

tion of labor-saving equipment for homea has changed tie

nature of household tasica. Many people have more leisure

time than ever before. Perhaps in no other period has there

been such a change in the social and economic life as in the

past half-century in America. This change has brourht many

problems which are as yet unsolved.

Alarming trends in delinquency, in divorce rates, and

in the general confusion in family life to-day are indications

that families need help in solving their problems. ?a :ily

members need to be helped to dovelop strengths which will

enable them to meet the stresses and strains of modern life.

The conformity and regularity required by our highly organized



industrial society make it oven more important that the home

serve as an area for individual development and expression.

Education in family living was a natural by-product of

large families in which children had a greater share In the

responsibilities of the home, and a wider opportunity for

experiencing a variety of relationships. Lven in this type

of learning, however, young people were apt to follow the

pattern of their parents in solving problems of family living.

In recent years the mobility of the population, the

social pressures, and changes to which people have been

subjected, have presented a confusing array of ideas and

beliefs. How developments in family patterns of relationship

and guidance have come to light. It has become evident that

there is a need for more adequate preparation for family

living. Many parents lack the skill or the background to

provide this education.

That the publio Is becoming aware of the need for this

type of education is shown by the wide-spread popularity of

the subject as a topic for study by church groups, by P. T. A.

study groups, and by the increased number of magazine articles

and radio programs dealing with the subject, liany college

courses have been developed because of the demands of the

students for oducation in marriage preparation or for family

living.

Because the school is the agency which most closely

supplements the education of the home, it seems appropriate



that education for home living should bo assumed by the aohool.
Science haa developed new resources and insights In the
areaa of relationships and Guidance. The schools can aid In
giving out thla information. Many administrators and education-
al leaders are becoming increasingly aware of the responaibil-
Ity of the achoola to provide a more adequate program of
family life education.

Few studenta graduated from .Canaas high achoola have had
an opportunity to attend classes in relationahips, especially
thoae which are co-educational. Girls may have received
instruction in related areas as a part of hone economics
olasaea. Information and attitudes have been acquired from
the family and from other aources. The purpose of this study
was to find out the attitudes toward and Pledge of family
living expressed by boys and girls who have attended Kansas
high aohoola. The specific objectlvea were:

1. To analyze the knowledge and attitudes revealed by
the students as they relate to the facts and to concepts
accepted by recognised authorities in family relationships,
marriage preparation, and child guidance.

2. To compare the knowledge and attltudea ahown by the
boys with thoae shown by the girls.



RJSVIE* OF LITiiKATUKB

Family life education, although it is considered the

most recent trend in home economics education, is not a new

idea. In "The Life Adjustment Program" published by the

Educational Planning Commission of Kansas (1949) there are

listed objectives of education which were included in Herbert

Spencer's analysis of "Miat Knowledge is of Most Aorth",

written in 1861. These objectives include:

1. Those activities which directly minister to
self-preservation.

2. Those activities which, by securing the
necessaries of life, indirectly minister to self-
preservation.

3. Those activities which are involved in the
maintenance of proper social and political relations.

4. Those activities which are involved in the
rearing and discipline of offspring.

5. Those miscellaneous activities which make
up the leisure part of life, devoted to the gratifi-
cation of the tastes and feelings.

In 1918, the Commission on the Reorganization of Second-

ary Education, appointed by the National iiducatlon Association,

formulated the Seven Cardinal Principles of Secondary Educa-

tion. These principles were:

1. Health.

2. Command of Fundamental Processes.

3. ..orthy Home Membership.

4. Vocation.

5. Citizenship.



6. Worthy Use of leisure.

7. Ethical Character*

In elaborating upon the objective of worthy home member-

ship the commission stated,

Worthy home membership as an objective calls for
the development of those qualities that make the
Individual a worthy member of a family, both contrib-
uting to and deriving benefit from that membership.
This objective applies to both boya and firls.

In 1938, the Educational Policies Commission of the

National Education Association set forth some objectives for

education in a study called "The Purposes of Education in

American Democracy". There were eight objectives, four of

which relate specifically to living In families. These four

objectives designate the educated person as one who,

(1) appreciates the family as a sooial instit-
ution,

(2) conserves family ldeala,

(3) la skilled in homemaklng, and

(4) maintains democratic family relatlonahlps.

Again in 1944, in "Education for All American Youth",

the Educational Policies Commission Hated certain imperative

noeds of American youth. Included in this Hat of needs v/as

the following statement,

All youth need to understand the significance
of the family for the individual and society, and
the conditions conducive to successful family life.

From these statements of objectives, it becomes apparent

that tho schools have for many years recognized the importance



of the family aa a cultural agent and as the basic unit of

civilization. Therefore, anything the school can do to help

people gain more from their home life la a service to aociety

aa well aa to the Individual. If the home and family are

Ignored by the schools, young people will isot acknowledge

them as being Important. There Is a need to reaffirm the

place of the home and family as the major focus of life, not

merely as incidental to other activities.

Spafford (1D40) states,

Experience shows that, in the long run, the

Individual finds his greatost satisfactions in

the intimate relationships of life, happiness in

marriage, children to be ;>roud of, and a comfort-

able standard of living.

Hutchinson, in the Journal of Home Economics (1949)

stated,

It is In this area of the home and the family
that the achools of the nation have a ,rcat obliga-
tion. Education can make the difference between
haphazard, uninformed adjustment to home life and

intelligent, purposeful, emotionally satisfying devel-
opment of family relationships.

Eandis (1&46) stated,

The failure to place the study of family
relations and the training of youth for more
effective social adjustment first on our list of

educational objectives reflects the carry-over of

a fear to apply intelligence, research, and
learning to problems that have In the past been
handlod by custom alone.

If the purpose of the sohool is to supplement the

education . iven by the home, the churoh, and other agencies,

the nature of the school program must be changed to meet the



needs of soolety and of the Individual. Hew knowledge and

theory must be made available as social changes tate place*

Although many educators have emphasized the importance

of the objectives related to family life education, it is

often difficult to modify the school curriculum in accord-

ance with acoepted theory or objectives. During the rapid

growth in secondary education which has taken place in our

country since 1900, many schools have retained essentially

the same traditional pattern. Administrators have continued

to emphasize the college preparatory courses, or have provided

for vocational training. This is a very unrealistic situa-

tion. The majority of high school students will enter Jobs

which require on-the-job training or very little specialized

training. (Jareful consideration should be given to the

program for these students as \jell as for those who desire

vocational or college preparatory training. A well-educated

oltlzenry is necessary for the furtherance of the democratic

way of life.

The fact that school does not seem important to many

young people is shown by the large number who fail to complete

their secondary education. A number of reasons have been

given for this lack of holding power of the schools, but from

the evidence it would seem that boys and girls will stay In

school if the offering has interest or meaning for them.

A recent uovement in curriculum change as it pertains to



the secondary school is the Life Adjustment Education program.

This plan is based on the preuiso that there are coinaon neoda

of all youths regardless of the future occupational plans

which they may have. The Life Adjustment Education program

calls for education which "will prepare all boys and girls

to live happy, productive lives as citizens, as homeraalcers,

and as workers".

Recognizing that there have been many worthwhile attempts

to provide a more adequate program for secondary schools, the

proponents of Life Adjustment Education do not seelc to replace

any plana which have been found worthwhile. The purpose is

to co-ordinate and publicize any programs which have proved

effoctlve. Each community Is encouraged to study its needs

and develop a program which will best meet them. Recommend-

ations and findings concerning programs which have been

developed are made available through the Department of Educa-

tion In each state. Many states have appointed comilttecs

and consultants who will aid schools interested in changing

their curricula in order to meet the needs of society and

of the students. According to the Federal Security Agency

bulletin, Life Adjustment Education for Every Youth U.948),

Among these unmet needs, none is more urgent
than the need for sound, practical education for
home and family living.

...To deprive any large numbor of boys and girls
of suitable opportunities to learn what they need to
lcnow in order to assume well their full responsibilities
as family members—is to Jeopardize unduly our national
security.



One encouraging outgrowth of the Life Adjustment educa-

tion program has been the development of courses in family

living at the secondary level for both boys and girls.

Douglass (1937) stated,

Many of these school men would uake home
economics an offering at every level, applying
the same standards for selecting from these materials
as are applied in other fields. They see value
for boys as well as girls at the elementary and
seoondary level3.

The nineteenth yearbook of the American Association of

School Administrators, "Education for Family life" (1940)

stated,

The curriculum of the schools has been planned
rather well for the education of girls and women in
homemalilng. The Importance of providing experiences
in the school curriculum Intended to prepare boys and
men for assuming their share of responsibility as
family members has but recently been recognized by
school administrators and curriculum makers.

...To realize these objectives in any program
of education for family living, provision must be

made for boys and men as well as for girls and women.
The family is an institution founded on basio human
relationships. All members of the family nust,
therefore, be Included in any program of education
designed to improve living as it takes plaoe in
families.

3pafford (1940) stated,

The trend toward a democratic way of life in all
area3 of living is shown In home living, in the more
frequent acceptance of joint responsibility by ten and
women for malji: . . fan need educating for this
new role they are accepting, t'foen women alone are
educated to meet problems in these areas in more
democratic ways, to put the newer finding! of psychol-
ogy and science into practice, serious conflicts in
family life may arise.
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Williamson and Lyle (1941) state that "»• are educating

for family friction for we are educating only half the family

for family life".

Many statements have been made by educators relative to

the lmportanoe of family life education for both boys and

Clrls. In actual practice, howevor, there has been little

provision for the education of boys In this area. Thla may

have been due to the fact that bow economics In the bagl)**

nine waa separated Into afcllls called "cooking" and "domestic

arts" and later designated as "foods" and "clothing". Recent

developments of those oourses have brought about a more

balanced program In "family living". Courses are presented

In a setting more closely related to the home than were the

laboratories of earlier years. Units In human relationships

and child care are usually Included.

A few high schools have provided hone economics claaaes

for boys. Often these courses have been principally oooklng

olasaos, which Include a study of nutrition. Other schools

have offered courses In "Boys Froblems" in which attention

la given to personal problems of the adolescent boy.

Reoently, a few sohools In Kansas have organized classes

in family living on a oo-eduoatlonal baaia. This is, perhaps,

one of the most frequent changes made In the currioula of those

schools which are cooperating in the Life Adjustment Education

procram. Several terms have been used to designate the oourses.
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Among terns In use are .family Living, iio.e Living, and Family

Relationships. Usually, time la devoted to a study of those

relationships which are Important for the pupil at the present

time and to those which will be a part of his future family

responsibilities. Units for study include sue!', areas as

personal development, personal and family relationships,

preparation for marriage, and child development and guidance.

Although research and clinical study have introduced

new facts and concepts pertaining to the family, not many

books have been written in this area for students at the hich

school level. Gates (1950), in a study of the text books

available in Home Economics classes in .<anses, found few

books in use for relationship units. The two books which

-have been adopted for state use are "To-day's Home Living"

by Justin and Huat (1047) and "You and Your Family" by Moore

and Leahy (1043). Other books usetj for reference Include

"The Family and its Relationships" by Groves, Jklnner and

Swenson (1041), "Living Together in the Fanlly" by Mildred

.. ood (1S40) and "Marriage and Family Relationships" by

Foster (1044).

PROCEDURE

A check li3t wa3 constructed by the writer to be used

In findlne the knowledge of and attitudes toward family living

of a group of college freshmen. Most of the statements used

were based on material presented in books which have recently
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been written for use In teaching family life courses at the

secondary level. The books found to be most helpful In

compiling the list were : "You and Your Family" by Moore and

Iieahy (1948), "Family Living" by Duvall (19SO), and "Units In

Personal Health and Hunan Relationships" written by Blester,

Griffith, and Pearce (V.47).

According to the authors, "You and Your Fanily" was written

as an aid to Life Adjustment Education, and "with the hope

that it will add to personal and family understanding".

Bernloe iiilburn iioore, Ph. D., is consultant In Home and

ru .ily Relations in the Austin, Texas public schools and for

the Hogg Foundation for Mental Hygiene. Dorothy M. Leahy,

Ed. D., is Associate Professor of Home Economics at the

University of California.

The book "Family Living" by Evelyn Millia Duvall, Ph. D.,

was written to meet the needs expressed by teachers and

family life educators attending workshops led by the author.

It was written especially for classes made up of both boys

and girls. The author has riven demonstration programs in the

schools during the past fifteen years. Questions asked her by

teachers ar.d students were the basis i'or the content of this

text. Mrs. Duvall is tho executive secretary for the national

Council on Family Relations.

"Units in Personal Health and Human Relations" by Blester,

Griffith, and Pearce oontalns a series of resource units
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compiled by the .Minnesota Department of Health and the

College of iiducatlor. af the University of Minnesota. Eaoh

unit la developed with suggestions for teaching matoriala,

methods, and teats suitable to use*

The original list of two hundred statements contained

thirty-four statements on personal relations, sixty-six on

family relations, forty statements or. marriage preparation,

and sixty on child care and development. Theae areas were

considered Important by the writer, and were Included in

each of the texts used In constructing the check list. A

larger number of statements In the areas of family relatlon-

shlps and child guidance was used because it waa thought

that differences Indicated by the boy3 and ;;lrls in these

areas -aight for::i the basis for conflict after carriage.

A few of the statements were used verbatim from the

texts cited. Others wore based on facts according to present

lcnowledge, but the majority represent concepts of the writers

used as authorities in this study*

Because the Inculcation of attitudes is essential in a

atudy of family relationships, It seemed necessary to devise

a checi list which would reveal both attitudes and knowledge.

In the boo'.c, "Units in Personal Health" there were several

tests containing statements of fact and also statements

pertaining to attitudes. It waa suggested that the answers

be mar'.ted "a .ec, diss ree, or unoertain". This type of
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rating can be used In replying to statements of attitudes

and to those of facta. A scale which would require one of

two answers as In "true-false" or "agree-diaagreo" would

encourage guessing and thus not give a true picture, espe-

cially In those areas in which Information la lacking. The

Likert-type of attitude scale discussed by Cronbaoh (1949)

usually employs a five point scale as: "strongly agree,

agree, undecided, disagree, or strongly disagree". The

Scale of Beliefs of the Progressive Education Association

which is U3ed to measure high school students ' reactions to

such issues as race, labor, economic policies, and demo-

cratic policies, uses a three point rating soale of "agree,

disagree, and uncertain". It was not considered necessary

by the writer to use a finely differentiated scale; therefore,

the check list was constructed so that it could be answered

"agree, disagree, or uncertain".

Concerning the use of the term "uncertain" in replying

to statements, Cronbaoh (1949) states,

Some subjects define "uncertain" very narrowly,
using it only when they have absolutely no opinion
regarding the item. Others consistently U3e
"uncertain" for any statement about which they are
not aboolutoly positive.

The writer is av7aro that "uncertain" might be used when

the subject felt biased or felt the need to qualify instances.

Cronbaoh also states that attitude tests are most likely to

be valid when the subject "has no motive to conceal his

attitude."
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The Hat of two hundred statements was checked by six

faoulty members and four graduate students In areas of child

development, family relationships, and psychology. These

persons wore asked to mark the statement In one of five ways:

agree, disagree, uncertain, omit, or reword. The use of the

two latter cate orles was an aid to the writer in revising

the oheok list.

The list of statements was revised and cut to a final

ohec'.c list of one hundred and fifty statements (Appendix,

Form I). In reconstructing the list, qualifying adjectives

and adverbs were eliminated from the statements In order to

obtain iiore definite decisions. In this final list, twenty-

three statements conoemod personal relations, fifty-three

were on family relations, thirty-three had to do with marriage

preparation, and forty-one were about ohild development and

guidance.

A key was constructed to be used In analyzing the

answers. Par the key, each statement was given an answer

of "agree" or "disa roe". These answers were based on faots

in the light of present knowledge and on the concepts held

by the writers whose material was used In making the check

list. In their approach to the study of relationships and

guidanoe these writers have presented the de::ooratic concept

as it relates to family living.

The dheck list of one hundred and fifty statements was
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1

given aa port of the i'roshnen battery to about five hundred

entering college atudenta during the rogular frestaan

orientation testing period, The subjects were Instructed

to mark their answers on answer aheota. The majority of the

students completed the test In thirty alnutoa or loss.

In order to relate the study to the Life Adjustment

Kduoation program In Kansas high aohoola the following

crltorla were oatabllahed: (a) ^ubjecta nust have been

raduated from a lanaas high school, and (b) subjects must

bo 3eventeon or eighteen yoara of age. After eliminating

all others and discarding answer aheets which had not been

narked according to directions, a group of one hundred and

sevonty-f aur girls and two hundrod and five boys was obtained

for the study. The answers were then tabulated for the

nuober who answered "agreo", "disagree"* or "uncertain" on

oach statement. Separate tabulations were aado Tor boya

and for glrla. The nunbera wore then convertod to peroent-

agea for purpoaos of analysis and oo:.:pariaon. The answers

were next tabulate'.; to show the porcentago of the boys and

of the ;:lrlo who answered "agree", "disagree", or "uncertain"

In relation to the keyed answers representing the oonoepts

of the authorities (Appendix, Tablo 1). Tables were alao

constructed to show the percentage distribution of "agree",

(Table 2), "dlea<;r©e", (Table 3), and "uncertain" (Table 4).

The percentage of boya and glrlo who answered "agree", "diaagree"

and "uncertain" are shown on bar diagram*.
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In analyzing the answers, each area (personal relations,

family relations, marriage preparation, and ohlld care) was

considered separately- The responses of the boys were com-

pared or contrasted with those of the ; irl3. The answers of

boys and girls were studied In relation to the accepted

concepts.

DATA AHD QI3CU33I0N

There were four general areas covered by the statements

In the check list: personal relations, family relations,

marriage preparation, and child guidance. The percentage

of girla and of boys who agreed with, disagreed with, or

were uncertain in their acceptance of the concept for eaoh

statement la shown in Table 1 (Appendix). Tables 2, 3, and

5 (Appendix) show the percentage distribution of "a^ree",

"disagree", and "uncertain" for each statement.

In discussing the findings, each of the four areas will

be considered separately. A bar diagram illustrating the

distribution of the responses to statements in that area will

be presented following the discussion for that unit. The

open bars are used to present figures for the girls, the

closed bars are used for the boys. The diagrams show the

percentage of girls and boys who answered agree, disagree,

and uncertain in accordance with the accepted or keyed

answer. The accepted answer Is one based on known facts,

or one in accordance with the concepts found In one or more
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of the books used In constructing the check list.

On all tables and illustrations the following abbrevi-

ations are used: Agree A; Disagree D; and Uncertain U.

Personal Relations

There were twenty-three statements in the area of person-

al relations. Several of the statements have to do with

personality or with inherited traits. Some of the state-

ments are concerned with the adolescent's need to break

away from his family in order to grow into an Independent

adult. A few statements explore the attitudes toward differ-

ent expectancies in the behavior of young people beoauae of

their masculine or feminine role.

In considering the responses checked by girls and boys,

it was found that there were only two statements on whioh a

higher percentage of boys than girls Indicated agreement

with the accepted concept. In reply to a few statements, a

higher percentage of boys than girls disagreed with the

accepted concept, but on three of the statements a higher

percentage of girls than boys expressed disagreement with

the accepted concept. There was one statement in this area

on which a higher percentage of girls than boys indicated

that they were uncertain.

There wore seventeen statements of the twenty-three on

which more than fifty per cent of the girls 3howed agreement

with the accepted answer; fifty per cent or more of the boya
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agreed with the accepted answer on sixteen of these same

statements. However, If one considers those statements on

whloh 75 per cent or more agreed with the accepted answer,

the picture Is very different. There were fourteen state-

ments on which 75 per cent of the < Iris ohoc;ce<:. the accepted

answer, but only eight statements on which 75 per cent or

.ore of the boys gave the accepted answer.

There were six statements on which fewer than 50 per

cent of the girls checked answers which were in agreement

with the facts, or according to the concept of one or more

of the authorities, and seven at thia level i'or the boys.

There was one statement on which fewer than 25 per cent of

all [iris and boys checked an answer whloh was In accordance

with the generally acoepted opinion of authorities in the

field. There were no statements on which more than 50 per

cent of either girls or boys cheoked an answer which was in

disagreement with the accepted one. There were six state-

ments on which i.iore than 25 per oent of the girls indloated

an answer which was not in accordance with the aocepted one,

and seven on which 25 per cent or more of the boys did not

agree with the accepted concept.

There were three statements on which ore than 25 per

cent of the girls cheo.ced that they were uncertain. More

than 25 per cent of the boys Indicated uncertainty on six

statements. A much higher percentage of boys than girls
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Indicated uncertainty in response to most of the statements.

The highest percentage of boys and girls expressed

uncertainty when chocking the statement, "Persons who have

been frustrated often become aggressive". Duvall discusses

the waya in which persona react to domination or frustra-

tion. She states that a person who has been thwarted may

respond by "negativism, rebellion, or active aggression".

This aggression may be manifest In different way3 In

physical conflict or by verbal means and :ay be directed

against the source of the frustration or toward some totally

unrelated person or object. There Is a question on the

part of the writer whether the students were uncertain In

their fee line about the concept or whether they did not

understand the meaning of the words. Forty-two per cent

of all boys and girls expressed uncertainty whon responding

to this statement.

The largest number, 08 per cent for both girls and

boys, showed agreement with the statement, "As a person

gains .-nore freedom he should be able to assume ;iore respon-

sibility". This statement la one of the tenets of domooracy

which evidently has been well accepted, at least In theory,

by nearly all of the subjects. This was the only statement

In the area of personal relations on which more than GO per

cent of the boys agreed with the concept established as

acceptable for this study.
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In discussing the problems of adolescents, Duvall

presents several 'developmental tasks' of this age group.

One of these tasks is that of establishing independence

from his family. As he grows toward adult status, the

adolescent must learn to stand on his own feet and make his

own decisions. Many parents find it diffioult to aocept

this new role for their child. Adolescents, on the other

hand, vacillate between wanting to be Independent and still

wanting to have the parents' help and guidance. These

conditions very frequently are the cause of confusion and

oonfllct between parents and teen-agers. During this period

when the young people are striving for a greater degree of

independence, Duvall believes there is a strong desire to

be like the others in one 's group. iVhat others of the same

age do and say, becomes very important as compared to the

ideas and opinions of one's parents. However, as the person

grows to be adult, he begins to be free of the group demands

if they are in opposition to his own personal standards.

The purpose of several of the statements in this area was to

explore the attitudes and beliefs of beginning college students

in regard to these concepts.

In reply to the statement, "It is normal for adolescent

boys and girls to want to be independent", 21 per oent of the

girls and 74 per cent of the boys answered "agree". However,

when answering a more specific statement, "Adolescents want
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to be free of parental authority", only 50 per cent of the

girls and 47 per cent of the boys Indicated agreement.

Thirteen per cent of the girls and 24 per cent of the boys

checked that they were uncertain.

About 78 per cent of all girls and boys agreed that,

"It is during the teen years that many of the most important

decisions of one's life are made", but 12 per cent of them

indicated that they were uncertain. In contrast to the

view of uuvall and of others in the field, this group did

not indicate that they regard the opinions of their friends

more highly than those of their parents. t*hen checking the

statement, "Adolescents regard the opinions of their parents

more highly than those of their friends", 30 per cent of the

girls and 40 per cent of the boys answered "agree". Only

40 per cent of the girls and 20 per cent of the boys checked

the accepted answer for this statement, which was "disagree".

Only one per cent of the students gave answers whioh

indicated that they believe that, "A person should do what

the rest of the gang wants to do even if he feels that it ia

not right". A relatively high percentage of the subjects,

93 per cent of the firla and 06 per cent of the boys, checked

"disagree" when answering the statement. One may question

whether they were giving an answer which they believed has

public acceptance, or whether they were mature enough to

accept this idea as part of their philosophy.
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Although 87 per cent of the girls agreed that "Reputa-

tion and character are not the same thing", only 66 per cent

of the boys indicated that they had this information, and

nearly one-fourth of them answered that they were uncertain.

In response to the statement, "If we do not Get along

well in our family we probably will not get along well with

others outside the family", only 55 per cent of the girls

and 59 per oent of the boys Indicated agreement. Hearly a

third of the boya and girls disagreed with this statement,

which was used verbatim from Duvall's book.

In examining the subjects • knowledge concerning person-

ality, it was found that the girls had more information than

the boys. Three times as many boys as girls indicated that

they agreed that "Personality is inherited". Twelve per

cent of the cirls and nearly 10 per cent of the boya showed

uncertainty about this statement. However, in reply to the

statement, "Temper is an inherited trait", nearly 20 per cent

of the boys and c^x-ls agreed that they think it is. Sixteen

per cent of the girls, and more than 26 per cent of the boys

chocked "uncertain" when answering this statement.

One statement recommended for use in a test in the book

"Units in Personal Health and Human Relations", was "Timid

people are usually not popular". The answer ( lvon in the

grading key was "agree". Duvall, also, develops the idea that

timid people may be thinking noro about themselves than others
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op may not have had experiences in their family which help

them become friendly persons. Popularity, according to a

dictionary definition, rneans that one is esteemed or valued

by many persons. Because it is difficult for the timid

person to make friends easily, he usually does not achieve

great popularity. Forty-four per cent of the boys and 41

per cent of the girls acreed with the statement as to the

lack of popularity of timid people, but 17 per cent of the

Girls and 24 per cent of the boya Indicated that they were

uncertain. Although 77 per cent of the girls and 74 per

cent of the boya answored "agree" in response to the state-

ment, "Shyness or popularity are not inherited, but are

learned", .nore than 15 per cent of the students indicated

that they wore uncertain.

The statement on which the highest percentage of girls

and boys showed disagreement with the accepted concept was,

"If a person feels the need to boas others he ia not mature."

Forty-six per cent of the group cheoked "disagree". In

regard to this concept, Duvall states, "A person is socially

mature to the extent to which he can work with others

democratically. If he has to boas all of the time, or even

some of the time, he still has some growing up to do."

Some rather trite statements, all expressed so that the

keyed answer was "disagree", were the followin :

A good conversationalist is a person who talks a lot.
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If a person shows affection, It Is a sign that he is

soft.

Adults lead a free, unrestricted life.

The students had a rather high agreement with the accepted

concept in each instance.

A few statements v/ere baaed on the difference in

expectancies in regard to boya and girla in our society.

One of the statements, "It is raore important for girls to

be well-groomed than for boys" was used verbatim from a teat

suggested in the "Units in Personal Health." The keyed

answer given for this statement la "disagree". Eighty*.

nine per oent of the girla answered the statement in this

manner, but only 72 per oent of the boys cave this answer.

Dearly 15 per oent of the boys eheote "unoertaln" in regard

to this statement, but fewer than two per cent of the girla

indicated that they were uncertain.

According to most authorities in the field, boys tend to

have fewer restrictions and ,::ore privileges in most families

than do the girls. The -iris lead a somewhat more sheltered

life and are more closely supervised, in response to the

statement, "Boys in the family are allowed more privileges

than girls", 47 per cent of the girls agreed with the state-

ment, and only 34 per cent of the boys answered "agree".

A higher percentage of boys than girls also disagreed with

the statement.



At least one-fourth of the students Indicated that

they were uncertain in regard to the statement, "Boys and

men have an easier time in life than do girls and wo.ien."

Sixty per cent of the boys and 54 per cent of the girls

disagreed with the statement. Host authorities agreo that

in our industrial society where so much depends on a money

economy, the masculine role is not an easy one.



EXPLANATION OP FIGURE I

Figure I 3how3 the percentage of glrla and boys who

answered "agree", "disagree", or "uncertain" in relation

to the answer Icey on each of the twenty-three statements

in the aroa of personal relations.

Open bars are used to show the percentage of girls answer-

ing in each category; closed bars are used to show the

percentage of boys answering in eaoh category.

A: Agree; D: Disagree; and U: Uncertain.
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Family Relations

There were fifty-three statements on family relations.

A larger number of statements was used for this area than for

the other ureas covered by the check list, because the writer

believes that the information and attitudes which the boys

and girls have in this field of relationships will have

Important inferences for the kind of families they will

establish in the future.

In considering the statements on which the highest

percentage of students gave answers in agreement with the

keyed answers, one finds interesting differences between

the responses of the girls and those of the boys. There

were thirty-four statements to which 50 per cent or more

of the girls gave ans*t>rs in agreement with those which

t"»r« considered the acceptable ones; there were twenty-four

statements on which the beys ohecked answers in agreement

with the accepted ones. At a higher level of agreement,

there were twenty-two statements on which 75 per cent or

more of the girls gave answers in agreement with the key,

but only seven statements on which 75 per cent or more of

the boys agreed with the key. There was only one statement

on which the boys showed higher agreement with the accepted

answer than did the girls. There were seven statements on

which fewer than 25 per cent of the girls checked answers in

agreement with the key, and twelve statements on which fewer
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than 25 per cent of the boys narked answers in agreement

with the key. On thirty-eight of the fifty-one statements,

a higher percentage of boys than girls oheoked answers which

were in disagreement with the aocepted answer. There was no

statement in this group toward which a higher percentage of

girls than boys Indicated uncertainty.

ilany of the statements In this area were used as a means

of exploring the students' attitudes toward democratic family

relationships In contrast to those In the authoritarian

family. The books "Family Living" and "You and Your Family"

describe both types of families and givo essential character-

istics of each. In Moore and Leahy's book, the point is

stressed that the do^ocratio family is one result of the

social and economic changes which have occurred in our

country. Such changes often bring uncertainty and con-

fusion. As is frequently the case in democratic living,

many persona want the freedom and privileges it brings,

without being willing to assume its restraints and respon-

sibilities. They state, "./e could not go back to the 'good

old days' even if it were desirable, but it takes mature,

educated individuals to maintain a democratic family life."

In the authoritarian family, the father was t!se head

of the house. His word wa3 unquestioned. lie was the wage-

earner and the disciplinarian. He managed the money and made

Important decisions. The mother was subservient to him.
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Her responsibility was to manage the house and take care of

the children. Often the mother was the "go-between" who

saved her children from too strenuous demands. She had

few interests outside her ohildren and her hone. Children

were expected to "be seen and not heard". They were taught

to obey their parents without question. Sternness was the

keynote

.

The democratic family is very different. It is recog-

nized that each member has rights and responsibilities.

Important decisions which affect the family are made by all

of its members. The work and good times of the family are

shared by all. There is no work or responsibility which

belongs exclusively to the husband or wife. Often the wife

works outside the home. The husband helps with the care of

the children, and with other household tasks. The money of

the family is often managed by both husband and wife, although

any arrangement which is satisfactory to both may be used.

Children are helped to become increasingly self-disoiplined.

It is interesting to examine the answers of the boys

and girls in relation to these concepts. In response to the

statement, "The father should be the head of the family",

05 per cent of the boya and 60 per cent of the girls answered

"agree". Twenty-eight per cent of the girls and 19 per oent

of the boya indicated that they disagreed with this author-

itarian concept. Hhen replying to the statement. "The
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father should be the disciplinarian in the home", 30 per

cent of the boys and 25 per cent of the girl3 checked "agree"

Twenty-six per cent of the girls and 32 per cent of the boys

indicated uncertainty in regard to this statement, nearly

75 per cent of all boys and girls answered "disagree" when

checking the statement, "The mother should have the respon-

sibility for training the children." In regard to the

statement, "The mother should be the 'go-between' in chlld-

rena' relationships with their father", 70 per cent of the

boys and 00 per cent of the girls answered "disagree".

However, more than one-fifth of the boys indicated that they

were uncertain about this.

In answer to the statement, "A mother 3hould put her

children's interest above everything else", 26 per cent of

the girls and 31 per cent of the boys seemed to agree that

she should. Over 20 per cent of the girls and more than

30 per cent of the boys indicated that they were unoertain.

However, 64 per cent of the girls and 43 per cent of the

boys answered "disagree" in response to the statement,

"A mother should give up outside activities while her child-

ren are nulla" A higher percentage of boys than girls

answered "agree" and "uncertain" when answering this state-

ment. Seventy-five per cent of the boy3, and nearly 85 per

cent of the girls disagreed with the authoritarian concept

that "Children ahould be 3een but not heard."
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Although 70 per cent of the girls and 60 per cent of

the boya answered "disagree" In reply to the statement,

"Democratic practices are not suitable for niost families

because of the differences in age of the members", 20 per

cent of the girls and 20 per cent of the boys indicated that

they were uncertain about this. One generally accepted

concept of democracy in family living is that the restrict-

ions and privileges of each member should be adjusted to

his age and to his ability to assume self-discipline and

responsibility. It is possible that the students did not

recognize the Implications of this concept when checking the

statement, "All children in the family should have the same

restrictions and privileges." Seventy per cent of the boya

and 60 per cent of the girls indicated that they agreed with

the statement. Thirty-two per cent of the girls and only

13 per cent of the boys disagreed with the statement.

Both boys and girls expressed uncertainty regarding the

statement, "Mothers are too easy on their children." Twenty-

six per cent of the girls and 34 per cent of the boys checked

"uncertain" in reply to this statement. Sixty-four per oont

of the girls and 49 per cent of the boys indicated that they

did not agree that the mothers are too easy on their children.

There were two statements relative to women working out-

side the home. In reply to one of these, "tfomen should not

work outside the hone unless it is a financial necessity",
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70 per oent of the boys and 74 per cent of the girls agreed.

Taking a somewhat opposite view, Duvall, In "Family Living"*

states: "To-day's wives have time for outside employment,

especially before children come. They are trained for It.

Many girls enjoy the work experience Itself. The social

contribution of woman's work is significant. Then too, some

wonien say that they are finer people to live with if their

outside interests are rich and challenging."

In response to the other statement which concerned the

working wife, "If a wife works outside the home, the husband

should expect to help with the housekeeping", 64 per oont of

the girls and 68 per oont of the boys agreed. Twenty-three

per oent of the girls and 16 per cent of the boys answered

"disagree". In discussing the problems involved when the

wife works outside the home, Duvall states, "Most co-operative

modern husbands realize the fairness of dividing the home

tasks, v/hen both are working outside, too."

The writer was aware of the controversial loading of

some questions such as "Yfomen do not organize their house-

work", "iVives have too much leisure time", and "Men work too

hard." Some of these concepts are supported by Folaom in

"The Family and Democratic Society". He suggests that part

of the dilemma of modern society may be due to the fact that

many upper and middle class men work very hard endeavoring

to support a wife in a life of leisure and luxury. At the
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same tino, the wife la piotured aa being bored ard unstable bo-

oQuao aho lacica enough constructive activity to occupy hor tiroe.

The aoatoioaa of the atatements aa they are uaed In thia study

la that no age Group or olaaa la signified In tho atatemonts.

Poison's study was concerned with the urban population, but the

majority of the atudenta with whloh this study ia conoornod

come from farms or from small towns. A relatively high percent-

age of glrla expressed disagreement with each of the 8tatonenta.

Although a slightly smaller percentage of boys than rirla ex-

pressed disagreement, a much higher number of boys than girls

Indicated that they were unoortain.

The statement with which the highest number of subjects

indicated agreement waa, "livery family should talco time to play

together." I.'lnety-eight per cent of all boys and girls agreed

with this statement. Another statoaent with which a high per-

centage of the aubjeots agreed wea, "A good family life is the

source of the greatest happiness In life." In reply to the

statement, "Running a homo Is a dull, monotonous Job," 95 per

oent of the girls and 00 per oent of tho boya answered "disagroo".

There were three statements relative to the management of

the family money: that the wife should be responsible; that the

husband should manage the money, or that tho responsibility

should bo shared. A majority of the aubjeots agreed that the

responsibility should be shared, but four tinoa as many boys

and girls thought that tlie husband should manage the money as

thought tho wife should manage it.
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"ore than 90 per oent of the girl* ana boya agreed that

Constant quarreling between his parents will seriously affect

the e sotional life of a child. Kighty-aoven per oent of the

elrls and 74 per cent of the boya agreed that "Many womoh re-

sort to crying in order to got their own way." A large number

also agreed that "Sometimes peoplo becomo ill in order to get

their own way."

A high percentage of all boys and glrla reoognlzod that

"The arrival of the first baby presents many problems and ad-

Juatmonta for a young couple." However, in response to the

statement, "If a husband and wife do not get along well to-

gether, having a child will help bind them together" there was

leas oonformlty. Forty-two per oent of the boys and 29 per oent

of tho glrla ohoclced "agree "j but 28 per oent of the girla and

36 per cent of the boya answered "uncertain". This statement

was telcen fron one of the recommended teats in the book "Units

in Personal Health" and the Iceyed answer waa "disagree".

There were several statements pertaining to sibling rela-

tionships and several pertaining to parent-child relationships.

Duvall states, "Some feelings of rivalry and Jealousy are oommon

between brothers and siatora. Studios of children have shown

that when a new baby comes into the family, the older child la

commonly Jealous of the newcomer. " However, in response to the

atatoaent, "Jealousy between children In tho some family is

natural and to bo oxpected," only 3Q per cent of tho ^irla and

30 per cent of the boys anawored "agree". The writer foela that
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the students may have been applying the statement to an older

age group than Duvall was discussing.

Most authorities bellove that self-competition rather than

rivalry between children should be practiced in the family. In

this regard, lloore and Leahy state, "A common dlffioulty in

families, and one that makes It hard for the members to be

happy together, la the constant comparison of one child with

another, the constant holding up of one child as a model to the

other. Each child should bo in competition with himself, and

himself alone." In response to the statement, "Competition be-

tween children in a family Is desirable", more girls than boys

seemed to agree with the concept of the authorities. Forty-

three per cent of the girls and 23 per cent of the boys Indicat-

ed disagreement with the statement; 34 per cent of the girls and

48 per cent of the boys indicated agreement with the statement.

Duvall discusses the Importance of family position in re-

gard to helping develop friendly persons. 3he states, "There

seems to be some evidence that the oldest child has a little

more difficulty getting started in having friends than do young-

er children in the family. As older children get acquainted

around town and their friends visit in the home, the younger

children have opportunities for getting acquainted in easy in-

formal ways that were not possible for the oldest child." In

this study, 37 per cent of the girls and 2G per cent of the boya

agreed with the statement, "Younger children in the family us-

ually find it easier to be friendly than does the oldest child."
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However, 35 per cent of all girls ond boys disagreed with

the statonent and a large number indloated that they were un-

certain.

In discussing the effect of pooltlon In the fatally I'uvall

states , "The oldest child In the foaily probably has a certain

anount of parent educating to do. 3y the time the oldest child

has boon launched Into dating, the parents have had onough ex-

perience so that they aro loan atrlot and :aore understanding

with the younger boys one! girls as they ocae along." However,

45 per oent of the girls and more than half of the boya in-

dloated that they disagreed with the stotorront, "Parents are

raoro atrlot with their older children than with younger ones."

Fifty por cent of the boys and 40 per cent of the girls

answered "agree" In reply to the statonont, "It Is the respon-

sibility of the parents to protoot ohildren froa hardships."

Forty-three per oent of the iris ond 23 per cent of the boya

disagreed with the stote::«snt. The generally accepted oonoopt

regarding this idea, la that it is more Important for the par-

ont3 to help strengthen ohildren so that they will bo able to

withstand hardship, than to protect the:a fron hardship.

Concerning the statement, "The aaln reason for ao r.iuoh

Juvenllo delinquonoy to-day is that parents are not striot

enough," the boys and rlrla showed interesting differences.

Forty-five por oent of the boys and 23 per cent of the girls

expressed agroeoont with the stateaent. Thirty-two per cont

of the boys and 51 por oent of the girls Indicated that they
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disagreed with the atateaent- Uoore and Leahy, in "You and

Your Family," discuas some problems of juvenile delinquency.

They state, "Neither the community nor the family should be

charged with full responsibility. It is easy to aay that the

parents of a delinquent child are to blame. Probably they

have failed to give the child a set of values that ia workable.

They should offer security in their love and affection that

will oarry youth through their difficulties. They should help

their youngsters to develop emotional stability and capacity

to solve problems."

Duvall discusses the expectations of parents. She states,

"Less secure parents seem to expect much more of their children

in the way their behavior looks to the neighbors. Fifty-one

per cent of the girls and 35 per oent of the boys agreed with

the statement that, "Parents are overly concerned about the way

their child's behavior will look to the nelhbora."

Moore and Leahy, in diaoussing parent's expectancies

write, "Because they want 30 much for their children, It

sometimes appears that they are pushing then beyond their

capacity." However, 76 per cent of the girls and 62 per cent

of the boys disagreed with the statement, "Parents expect

too much of their children" Only eight per oent of all boys

and girls agreed with this statement.



EXPLANATION OF FIGURE II

Figure II shows the percentace of ^-irls and boys who

answered "agree", "disagree", or "uncertain" in relation

to the answer key on each of the fifty-three statements

on family relations. Open bars are used to show the per-

centage of girls who answered in each oategory; closed

bars ore used to show the percentage of boys who anawored

In each category.

A: Agree; D: Disagree; and U: Uncertain.
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Marriage Preparation

There were thirty-three statements on marriage prepar-

ation. On twenty-eight of these statements, aoro than 50

per cent of the girls gave answers which agreed with the

accepted answer; on twenty-four statements, 50 per cent or

more of the boys gave answers which agreed with the accepted

ones. There were only two statements on which fower than

25 per cent of the boys and girls agreed with the accepted

answers.

There were thirteen statements on which 75 per cent or

more of the girls checked an answer which agreed with the

key, and ten statements on which 75 per cent or more of the

boys checked an ansv/er In agreement with the key. In reply

to eight statements 25 per cent or more of the girls indicat-

ed that they disagreed with the aocepted answers; 25 per cent

or more of the boys Indicated that they disagreed with the

accepted answers on five statements. There wore only two

statements about which more than 25 per cent of the girl3

indicated uncertainty, but 25 per cent or more of the boys

expressed uncertainty concerning twelve statements. A

higher percentage of boys than girls indicated that they

were uncertain in response to each statement.

In response to the statement, "The standards of dating

couples should be largely the responsibility of the girls",

59 per cent of the girls ant?. 58 per cent of the boys answered

"disagree"; 32 per cent of the girls, but only 17 per cent of
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the boys agreed with the statement; whereas nine per cent of

the girls and 25 per cent of the boys indicated that they

were uncertain about this statement. Only eicht per cent of

the girls and IB per cent of the boys gave answers indicating

that they agreed that, "In 'petting' it is all right for the

boy to >go as far' as a gifri will let him." Eighty-five per

cent of the girls, but only 58 per oent of the boys disagreed

with the statement, and seven per oent of the girls and 25

per cent of the boys answered "uncertain."

In discussing these problems, Duvall states, "There used

to be a time when the responsibility for the conduct of a

couple rested almost entirely with the girl. She was supposed

to lenow how intimate she should let the boy be and see to it

that ho met her standards. The boy, on the other hand, felt

justified in going as far us the girl permitted. Standards

were her responsibility. This situation still prevails in

some communities, but it is not so usual as it once was.

Intelligent people to-day realize that the boy has some

responsibility for his conduct." Two thirds of the girls,

but only one-half of the boys agreed that, "Boys should

conform to the same moral standards as .irla." Seventeen

per cent of the girls ana 26 per oent of the boys expressed

uncertainty about this statement, however.

When answering the statement, "If a boy does not have

sexual experience before marriage, he is a sissy," 95 per

cent of the girls and 83 per oent of the boys answered
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"disagree". This la the expected answer In middle olass

society. The fact that the subjeota were preparing to enter

college, indicates that they are from the middle class. How-

ever, recent studies of class differences in American culture

indicate that the values of the lower class in this regard nay

be different, and that the expected answer in that stratum

of society might be "agree". A statement in the unit on child

care which was somewhat related to this one had to do with

the source of children's sex information. More than 71 per

cent of the boys, but only 56 per cent of the girls agreed

that, "Host children get their sex information from people

outside the home."

In reply to some statements concerning the background

of those planning to marry, the students gave the following

answers: sixty-five per cent of all boys and girls disagreed

with the statement, "Differences in interest are seldom a

cause of confliot in marriage"; 94 per cent of the girls and

SI per cent of the boys agreed that "wide differences in

religious belief are often a cause of conflict in marriage;

73 per cent of the girls and 64 per cent of the boys agreed

that it is desirable to marry someone of the same educational

level 83 yourself."

In response to the statement, "There is no such thing as

love at first sight", 49 per cent of the girls and 52 per cent

of the boys answered "disa,ree". Sixteen per cent of the
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girls and 30 per oont of the boys Indicated thai- they were

uncertain. This statement was taken verbatim from a suggest-

ed test given In "Units on Personal Health", and the toyed

answer was "agree". In a topic called, "i'Jhat Is this thing

we call love?" iioore and Leahy state, "Love, In this sense,

doe3 not :nean that we are merely attracted to one another

by 'personal magnetism', good looks, good clothes, or pop-

ularity. These may be a part of our Initial attraction.

However, they are not the deep and underlying foundation of

love that will last through all the everyday living that makes

up a marriage." Jioore and Leahy also state, "Engagements are

necessary, not only for planning for the future, but for

learning to get along with each other on a more intimate

level." A larger percentage of boys than girls gave answers

which were in accordance with the accepted one in reply to

the statement, "The engagement period is no longer considered

a necessary prelude to marriage •" 31xty-nlne per cent of

the boys answered "disagree", but only 58 per cent of the

girls gave that answer. Twenty-six per cent of the girls

and 14 per cent of the boys answered "agree".

Sixty-eight per cent of the girls and only 50 per cent

of the boys agreed that "there is a strong relationship

between the length of time a couple have known each other

and the permanence of their marriage."

Aocording to the 1949 statistics of the United States
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Bureau of Census, the median ace at which men first marry la

22.7 years, and the median age when women first marry is

20.5 years* Duvall states that these are younger ages both

for the nan and the woman than for marriages that occurred

In 1890, when the median ace for the man was 26.1 and for

the woman, 22.0. Duvall also 3tatoa that, "More teen-ace

marriages end in divorce than any other ace croup* " In

response to statements of these facts, only 25 per cent of

the girls and 3C per cent of the boys acreed that "Boys and

girls tend to marry at any earlier ace to-day than did their

Grandparents. " Sixty-two per cent of the girls and 45 per

cent of the boys disagreed with the statement. Forty-seven

per cent of the boys and 43 per cent of the girls a,-;reed

with the statement that, "More teen-age -larriages end in

divorce than those of any other age group."

Duvall states, "You marry someone you icnow. *Vhen you

'.enow only the one with whom you have been c°*ng steady, you

have a narrow choice Indeed. Only as you date different

kinds of boys or girls can you find out the wide variety of

persons fro:.i aaong whom you oan ultimately choose the compan-

ion for the rest of your life." In this study, 67 per cent

of the girls and only 43 per cent of the boys disagreed with

the statement, "A oouple who goes steady through h'.gh school

and college is more apt to have a happy marriage than if they

date widely." Twenty per cent of the girls and 36 per cent

of the boys indicated that they were uncertain, ilore of the
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boys and girls, however, agreed that "Individuals who have

a wide variety of friends through their development have

a more successful marriage than those who lead a more Is-

olated existence." Seventy-nine per cent of the girls and

65 per cent of the boys agreed with this statement.

The statement In this area on which the highest percent-

age of boys and girls seemed to disagree with the accepted

conoept was that, "Marriage should be a private affair

between two individuals, not a matter for public regulation."

This statement was taken verbatim from a suggested teat in

"Units on Personal Health", and the iteyed answer was "dis-

agree". Fewer than 15 per cent of the students gave this

answer, but 77 per cent of the girls and 67 per cent of the

boys answered "agree" on this statement.

Uhen discussing this concept, aoore and Leahy state,

"Marriage ^seans the establishment of a new family. iVhom we

marry is a matter of individual desire and choice. Our

marriage itself la of social and legal significance and Is,

therefore, controlled not only by custom and convention but

by law as well. Men and women who marry assume responsibil-

ity for their new families. They assume responsibility for

the transmission of our culture from one generation to the

next." It is quite probable that the boys and girls did

not have the training and information to see the deeper

implications of this statement. It is apparent that a large
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number of them were able to see that some regulation la

desirable, howover, because more than 00 per cent agreed

that, "A couple should have medical examinations before they

are married."

In response to the statement, "A secret marriage la

dealrable under seme circumstances," twice as many girls

answered "dl8agree" as indicated agreement. However, the

boys were nore evenly divided in regard to their answers to

this statement. Idore than one-third of them agreed with it,

the same number disagreed, and a slightly smaller number

indicated that they were uncertain. ICoore and Leahy have

this to say about secret marriages, "Concealment of anything

as important to living as marriage is almost an Impossibil-

ity. Some couples have managed to conceal their marriage at

the terrific cost of peace of mind. Statistics are avail-

able which show that secret marriages are far behind others

in their chance for success."

Only about half of the students agreed with the concept

that, "If a couple is not willing and ready to accept the

responsibility of having a baby, they are not mature enough

to marry." This statement was one used in a recommended

test in the book "Units in Personal Health" and the keyed

ansv/er was "agree". In discussing the maturity required for

marriage, Duvall states, "Two people are ready for marriage

when they are mature enough to enjoy the privileges and
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responsibilities of marriage. They must be ready to find

aatlsfaction In real responsibilities, hearty co-operation,

vigorous Interdependence. They must be ready to settle down."

It Is apparent, however, that the boys and £irl3 are

aware of the fact that marriage entails responsibility and

adjustments, because :aore than 00 per cent of then agreed

that, "Most marriages could succeed if both partners core

::iore about the relationship than thoy do about their personal

whims", and that, "It takes nor<c to malce a marriage succeed."

A large number of them also agreed that, "Boys and girls

need courses in family livln
:

•"



EXPLAHATIOE OF FIGURE III

Figure III shows the percentage of girls and boya who

checked "agree", "disagree", and "uncertain" in relation

to the answer key on each of the thirty-throe statements

In the area of marriage preparation. Open bars are used

to show the percentage of girls who answered In each cate-

gory; closed bars are used to show the percentage of boys

who ansv/ered In each category.

A: Agree; D: Disagree; and U: Uncertain.
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Child Caro

There wore forty-one statements on child care and

development. Uany of the atotenonta aro based on aolontlflo

facta rather than upon attltudoa. It aeons probable that It

would be easier to offect a ohange In lcnowledge than It

would be to change attitudes, Thus, oduoatlon In thla area

night aal£0 a great dlfforcnoe In the answers. Girls may

have more training than boys in child care in home oconouios

claasoo, in the homo, or 83 "baby sitters".

There were twenty-nine statements on which 50 per cont

or more of the girls cove answers in acrooment with the

aocepted one, and twenty-one on which 50 per cont or noro

of the boys agreed with the 'xey. There were twelve state-

ments or. which 75 per cont or ia:>re of the girls gave answers

in agreement with the accepted one, but only four statements

on whloh 75 per cent or more of the boys gave answers in

a reoaent with the aooepted one.

:oro than 50 per oent of the boys gave answers whloh

dlaagroed with the isey on five statements, but on only two

otateaents did 50 per cent or more of the girls give answers

whioh disagreed with the acceptou one.

A much higher percentage of boys than -lrla Indicated

uncertainty in this area. There was no statement about which

fewer boya than glrlo expressed uncertainty. There were only

two statements on child care about whloh fower than 10 per cont
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of the boys expressed uncertainty. More than 25 per cent of

the boys Indicated uncertainty concerning twenty-three of

the forty-one statements. There were two statements about

which more than 25 per oent of the girls expressed uncertain-

ty.

A fact which has been substantiated by scientific

research ia that it is not possible for a :nother to nark

her baby before birth. The statement used in the check list

was that, "It is possible for a mother to nark her baby

before birth", and the keyed anav/er was "disagree". Sixty-

seven per oent of the cirla and 44 per oent of the boya gave

this answer, but 21 per cent of the glrla and 45 per oent of

the boys indicated that they were uncertain.

Hearly one half of the boya vrere unoertaln about the

fact that, "The eyes of a new baby do not focus together,

causing hin to look cross-eyed." More than one fourth of

all boys and girls answered "disagree" in response to this

statement*

In reply to the statement, "The most Important function

of a home Is to provide physical care for children until they

are grown," 43 per oent of the girls and 49 per oent of the

boys checked "agree". This la contrary to the opinion of

moat authorities. Research has shown that institutional care

which provides mainly physical care can be the basis of

serious emotional problems. Duvall lists several functions
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of the home and states, "Good, poor or Indifferent, your

hone has loft its nark upon you. To a considerable extent,

youare what your horae has taught you to be. Your hone in-

fluences have been important building bloolcs in your person-

ality.

A rather high percentage of boy3 and girls expressed

agreement with the authoritarian concept that, "A good child

is one who Iceops neat, and obeys his parents." i-'orty-eight

per cent of the girls and 06 per cent of the boys expressed

agreement with the statement, but 37 per cent of the girls

and 24 per cent of the boys expressed disagreement.

llearly one third of the students agreed with the state-

ment. "Children should be taught to obey without question."

Fifty per cent of the boys and 57 per cent of the girls

disagreed with this authoritarian concept, however. In

this respect, Moore and Leahy state, "Parents should ,-ivo

good reasons when they request certain behavior of their

children. 'No, because I aald so', is a way parents deny

the Integrity of the personality of their children. It is

a way of domination, of arbitrary control, of superiority

versus inferiority. Hone of us in a denooratio country

such as our wishes to see democracy shut out of the family."

Thirty-seven per cent of the girls and only 22 per cent

of the boys indicated agreement with the statement, "A

child of two or three should be expected to say 'please'
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and 'thank you 1 ." Forty-eight per cent °* t&« ^oya and 40 per

cent of the girls answered "disagree" when checking this state-

ment. Authorities think that when the small child la trying

to learn many new skills he should not be confused by having

to learn adult etiquette. Sixty-eight per cent of the boys

and girls agreed that "It is natural behavior for a two year

old to snatch and grab what he wants."

More than 00 per cent of the boys and girls agreed with

two well recognized facts regarding a child's needa : "Child-

ren need loving as much as they need food" and "Play is just

aa necessary for children as work is for adults."

Concerning a recent ohange in feeding methods of babies,

Duvall states, "The most sensible feeding plan seems to be to

let the baby be the guide of when he is hungry, and to feed

him when he wants to be fed. Most babies aoon want their

milk at fairly regular intervals." Moore and Leahy state,

"Baby want3 to eat when he is hungry. Mother feeds him

when he crlea until his own achedule la aohioved. Physical

care or physical neglect shows up la the emotional reactions

of babies and in their feeling of being wanted or not. Too

rigid schedules timed by Mother and not to baby's real neods

may do damage as well." This reversion to 'grandmother 's way 1

nay be unfamiliar to many of these students brought up during

the period of rigid schedules. In response to the statement,

"Modern feeding of babies follows the plan of letting the
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baby be fed whenever he wants to eat," fifty-four per oent

of the boya and 47 per oent of the girls answered "disagree",

forty-seven per oent of the girls, out only 20 per oent of

the boys answered "agree".

Duvall states, "Kesearch has shown that babies who are

cuddled and held close while being fed, grow faster and better

than those who have their bottles propped up." Thirty-two

per oent of the girls, but only IS per oent of the boys in-

dicated agreement with this fact, iiore than 40 per cent of

the students answered "disagree" when checking this statement.

Ten per cent of the boys and 16 per cent of the girls

agreed that "Thumb sucking is an indication that the baby is

lacking something in hla diet. Twenty-one per oent of the

girls and 36 per oent of the boys expressed uncertainty about

this. Duvall says that thumb suoklng may mean that the baby

"has a need for sucking, needs loving, cuddling or comforting,

or is expressing fatigue, hunger, dissatisfaction or boredom,"

and that the best remedy is to "find out what he wants and needs

and provide it as beat you oan." In response to the state:aent,

"Physical restraint should be used if necessary to break a

baby of the habit of thumb sucking," nearly one fourth of all

boys and girls expressed agreement. Twenty-four per oent of

the girls and 38 per cent of the boys Indicated uncertainty

in this regard.

In reply to the statement, "Babies have to be taught to
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walk," thirty-seven per cent of the girls and 40 per cent of

the boy3 answered "agree". Authorities in child development

know that walking 13 part of a developmental sequence and

depends upon "readiness" more than upon any other factor.

Duvall states, "<Ve know to-day that children should not be

'pushed'. They will v/alk and talk and read and all the rest

when they are ready." iiore girls and boys recognized this

concept of readiness when it was expressed in less definite

terms. Seventy-three per cent of the girls, but only 46

per cent of the boys disagreed with the statement that, "A

child who is pushed to learn as fast as possible will learn

more than If he is left to learn at his own rate." Twelve

per cent of the girls and 30 per cent of the boys expressed

uncertainty when answering this statement.

Two statements, "Boys should not be allowed to play with

doll3," and "Girl3 should bo expected to stay cleaner than

boys," show a difference In expectancy according to sex

roles. The keyed response to each of these statements was

"disagree". Eighty-three per cent of the girls gave thia

answer in reply to each statement. Although a smaller per-

centage of boys than girls answered "agree" when checking

this statement, a much higher percentage of boys than girls

indioated that they were uncertain.

Very few students agreed that, "Hew methods of discipline

consist of letting a child do as he pleases as long as he
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doesn't hurt anyone else." Sixty per cent of the boya and

75 per oent of the girls disagreed with this statement.

Thirty-one percent of the boya and 17 per cent of the girls

expressed uncertainty about it.

Fifty-one per cent of the girls and 01 per cent of the

boys Indicated agreement with the statement that, "If a child

uses bad language, he should be punished." Twenty-eight

per cent of the girls and 18 per cent of the boya diaagreed

with the statement. In discussing some common problems of

childhood, and methods of handling them Duvall 3ays that

"if a child uaes bad language he may be imitating someone,

trying to get attention, or 'letting off ateam'." She atates,

"So do not got excited, feel shocked, aoold or punish him.

You might try something like this: Relax, understand what

it moans, calmly tell him to stop, or give him healthy out-

lots for his feelings."

Concerning the use of allowancos for children, Duvall

states, "There is general agreement now that children should

have regular allowances as soon aa they have uae for money.

This allowance should be the child's aa he aees fit to use

it, with only the supervision he may require to help him

learn to uae it well...The great value in allowanoea for

children is that it gives them experience in handling money

through the years, so that as they grow up they know how to

use it wisely." Moore and Leahy state, "Allowances are the
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steady Income of children and youth. By having a Given sum

to spend each week without question or accounting, we soon

discover how far it will go. .Ve learn the value of our

money, .faen wo run out, we do without." There were two

statements _n the check list having to do with the allow-

ance. Hearly 70 per cent of the boys and a slightly higher

per cent of the girls answered "agree" in response to the

statement, "The most Important reason for having an allowance

is to teach children hov; to save money." Only 21 per cent

of the girls and 12 per oer.t of the boys checked "disagree".

Forty per cent of the girls and 56 per cent of the boys

indicatod agreement with the statement that, "If a child

does not do his household duties, his allowanoe should be

withheld." iloro than 25 per cent of the students expressed

uncertainty about this statement.



KXfUlUXIOZi OF FIGURE IV

Figure IV abova the peroentaee of gl^is and boya who

checked "agree", "diaacree", and "uncertain" for eaoh of

the forty-one etatononta In the area of child oaro. Open

bars are uaed to enow the percentage of ,-irl8 who answered

in eaoh category; closed bara are uaed to show the percent-

age of boya who answerer' In eaoh category*

A: Agree; Dt Disagree; and U: Uncertain.
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ARY OD OOHCLUai

A check liat of one hundred and fifty atafcencnta on

poroonal relations, family relations, marriage preparation,

and child development v;aa given aa part of the rorular battery

of teata to a croup of entering college freahnor. during

orientation week. The purpoae of the study waa to dlacovor

tho knowledge and attltudea of thia group In relation to aorao

conocpta of family living.

The subjects for the atudy wore boya and girla who were

seventeen and eighteen years of a.o and who were graduates

of ilansaa high achoola. • croup of one hundred and aoventy-

four girls and two hundred and five boya mot tlieae orltorla.

The check Hat aa constructed by the writer waa "oaaod on mater-

ial In three reoont texts for family living. Theae toxta

were written oxpooially for uae In teaching peraonal and

family relationahlpa at the secondary level. Some 3tate-

monta were takon verbatim from these books; othora \7oro re-

phrased by the wrltor. The tozt3 used wore: "Family Livirv"

by Evelyn Mlllla Duvall; "You and Your Family" by Bornlco

"ooro and Dorothy M. Leahy; and "Unita in israonal Health and

Human Rolatlona" by Lillian Ilelator, .71111am Griffith, and

It 0. Fearce, H. D.

An anawor key waa made to bo uaed in analyzing tho

rosponaoa. For the key, each statement was aaaigncd a
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rating of "Agree" or "Disagree" on the basis of facts

known in present research and on the concepts of the authors

whose material was usod in constructing the check list.

Separate answer sheets were provided on which the subjeota

wore Instructed to check a space which showed one of the

following responses to each statement: it agree; 2. disagree;

or 3. uncertain. The rating of uncertain was included on

the answer sheet because the writer believed that a scale

which would require one of two answers would encourage

guessing and not give a true picture of areas in which the

subjects lacked Information.

The responses of the boys and those of the girls were

tabulated separately, and the numbers converted to percent-

ages. She answers were analyzed in relation to the answer

key, and comparisons were made between the answers of the

girl3 and those of the boys. From this analysis, the follow-

ing conclusions were drawn:

1. A higher percentage of girls than boys agreed with

the key representing the concept of the authorities on all

except eleven of the one hundred and fifty statements.

2. Of the eleven statements on which a higher percent-

age of boys than girls agreed with the key, five statements

were in the area of marriage preparation, two were on person-

al relations, two were on family relations, and two were on

ohlld care.
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3. If the girls did not agree with the accepted answer,

they tended to show disagreement rather than uncertainty,

but the boys tended to indioate uncertainty. There were

five statements on which more than 75 per cent of the girls

disagreed with the key, but there was only one statenent

on whloh -tore than 75 per cent of the boys disagreed with

the lcey.

4. There were only two statements on which a higher

percentage of girls than boys expressed uncertainty. On

those two the difference was slightly more than one per cont,

whereas on some answers the percentage of boys who expressed

uncertainty wa3 soveral times greater than the percentage

for the girla.

5. There were sixty-one statements on which niore than

25 per cent of the boys expressed uncertainty, but only

thirteen statements on which more than 25 per cent of the

girls expressed uncertainty.

6. There were no statements on whloh more than 50 per

cent of either boys or girls expressed uncertainty, although

40 per cent of the boys were unoertain about one statement.

7. To the several statements presenting the authoritar-

ian or the democratic ooncept of family living, a higher per-

centage of girls than boys gave responses which favored the

democratic concepts, although the percentages for each group

were not consistently high or low. The group seemed to accept
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democratic ooncepts in theory, but were lea3 able to apply

them in specific family relationships.

8. A study of the responses in the four areas reveals

some interesting conclusions whloh might be helpful in

presenting courses in these areas.

In the area of personal relations, many boys and girls

agreed with the aocepted concepts as presented, indicating

that subject natter in this area needs to bo selected care-

fully in order to avoid repetition. Some of the material

could be used for the boys, but less for the girls. :.!ost of

this group agreed that "As a person gains more freedom ho

should be able to assume more responsibility," but fewer than

20 per cent thought that "If a person feels the need to boss

others he is not mature."

In the area of family relations, there is a need for

more teaching for both boys and girls, especially in helping

them apply democratic principles in family living.

The area of marriage preparation was the one in which

both boys and girls had a rather wide knowledge of facta and

aocepted concepts although there are portions of this area in

which more teaching is Indicated. Statistics in regard to the

age of marriage, and aspects of satisfaction in the marriage

relationship were areas suggesting a need for wider informa-

tion on the part of this group.

In the area of child care, it was apparent that boys and
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girls lacis Information about many of the newer concepts

•

Recent developments In regard to the emotional significance

of methods of child rearing are not well !aiown to this group,

particularly to the boys.
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Table 1. Percentage of students anawerin; In arreenent,
dial rreeuer.i , and uncertain. accordinr t o ice-.

Question Xey
Olrls Boys

]

A. D. V. A. D. U.

1. A 49.4 37.9 12.7 46.8 29.3 23.9
2. A 98.8 .6 .6 98.0 .5 1.5
3. D 81.6 6.9 11.5 74.2 11.2 14.6
4. A 78.7 9.8 11.5 77.6 10.7 11.7
5. D 93.2 1.1 5.7 85.8 1.0 13.2
6. D 87.3 4.6 8.1 66.3 9.8 23.9
7. A 55.2 31.0 13.8 39.0 34.1 26.9
8. A 91.4 4.6 4.0 74.6 7.8 17.6
9. D 85.6 2.3 12.1 76.6 5.9 17.5

10. A 21.8 46.0 32.2 12.2 46.3 41.5
11. A 38.7 19.3 42.0 30.7 27.3 42.0
12. A 41.4 41.9 16.7 '.'..•_ 31.7 23.9
13. A 89.7 2.3 12.1 75.0 5.9 18.5
14. D 14. 19.0 16.1 55.2 20.5 26.3
15. D 39.9 38.7 21.4 27.8 45.9 26.3
1G. B 96.0 1.7 2.3 86.3 2.9 10.8
17. D 89.1 9.2 1.7 72.2 13.2 14.6
18. A 40.0 37.9 15.5 33.8 45.6 20.6
19. D 54.6 20.1 25.3 60.5 13.2 26.3
20. D 92.5 3.5 4.0 82.5 2.4 15.1
21. D 96.1 1.2 2.9 88.7 1.5 9.8
22. D 89.6 2.3 8.1 80.0 2.9 17.1
23. A 77.0 9.8 13.2 74.1 11.7 14.2
24. D 84.5 6.9 8.6 75.1 5.9 19.0
25. D 74.7 17.2 8.1 72.7 8.3 19.0
26. D 27.6 50.9 11.5 19.0 15.6
27. D 79.9 6.9 13.2 69.8 9.3 20.9
23. D 63.5 10.5 26.0 49.0 16.7 34.3
29. D 48.3 25.3 26.4 37.7 30.4 31.9
30. A 98.8 - 1.2 •:. 3.4 2.0
31. A 63.8 23.0 13.2 67.8 10.1 16.1
32. D 42.5 29.3 28.2 22.9 41.5 35.6
33. D 31.6 59.2 9.2 18.1 70.1 11.7
34. D 73.6 13.2 13.2 58.0 17.1 24.9
35. D 79.3 13.8 6.9 68.3 11.7 20.0
50. A 29.3 44.8 25.9 23.4 50.2 20.4
37. A 37.4 34.5 28.1 26.4 35.1 38.5
38. A 95.4 1.7 2.9 88.3 3.9 7.8
39. A 37.9 46.0 16.1 36.1 36.1 27.8
40. D 50.6 28.7 20.7 31.7 44.9 23.4
41. D 62.1 21.5 16.6 53.2 28.8 18.0
42. B 69.5 10.9 19.6 59.5 11.7 28.8
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Tablo 1. (oont.)

question Key Glrla "073

A. D. xr. A. D. U.

43. D 84.0 8.0 8.0 64.4 12.2 23.4
44. A 66.0 19.6 14.4 58.6 18.0 23.4
45. A 79.9 10.3 9.3 71.2 9.3 10.5
46. D 63.2 14. G 21.0 55.6 18.5 25.9
47. D 42.5 33.9 23.6 23.0 48.3 23.8
48. D 38.5 39.7 21.8 26.4 50.8 27.8
49. D 31.0 7.5 11.5 70.2 9.3 20.5
50. s 75.

G

10.3 13.8 60.9 14.2 25.8
51. A 7.5 76.4 16.

1

7.8 62.0 30.2
52. D 73.0 11.5 15.5 53.1 12.7 34.2
53. D 09.1 3.4 7.5 71.7 8.3 20.2
54. D 91.4 7.9 5.7 84.4 4.9 10.7
55. D 19.6 73.5 6.9 11.7 78.0 10.3
56. A 50.6 31.6 17.8 35.1 33.2 31.2
57. D 93.2 1.1 5.7 79.1 2.4 13.5
58. A 97.7 .6 1.7 91.8 3.4 5.4
59. A 92.0 1.1 6.8 85.4 6.3 0.3
60. A - 6.9 6.3 73.7 11.2 15.1
61. D S5.4 1.7 2.9 79.6 2.4 18.0
62. D 69.5 9.8 20.7 44.9 19.5 35.6
63. D 76.4 2.3 21.3 60.9 4.9 36.2
64. A 96.6 1.7 1.7 88.8 4.4 6.8
65. D 53.4 25.9 20.7 33.6 30.7 30.7
66. A 98.8 .6 .6 97.5 1.5 1.0
67. /. 51.2 24.1 24.7 34. 36.6 28.8
68. 94.8 2.9 2.3 80.0 2.9 17.1
69. D 89.1 6.3 4.6 55.2 19. 25.8
70. A 12.7 76.3 11.0 11.7 60.0 33.3
71. A 1.7 93.1 5.2 4.9 74.6 20.5
72. :: 10.9 67.2 21.9 10.7 61.0 28.3
73. A 93.2 3.4 2.9 81.4 5.0 12.7
74. D 63.8 20.1 16.1 42.9 30.2 26.9
75. A 23.6 60.3 16.2 23.4 52.2 24.4
76. A 23.0 50.6 26.4 22.0 43.4 34.6
77.
78.

D 50.2
84.5

31.6
8.6

9.2
6.9

58.0
57.5

17.1
17.6

24.9
24.9

79. A 37.4 4.0 3.6 02.0 6.3 11.7
80. D 90.2 4.6 5.2 77.0 5.4 17.6
81. D 90.2 4.0 5.8 74.6 7.8 17.6
..:.. A 89.6 5.2 5.2 74.7 6.3 19.0
8. A 24.7 31.5 13.8 36.1 45.4 18.5

84. A 42.6 51.0 26.4 47.3 19.0 33.7
85. 66.7 13.2 20.1 43.4 21.4 35.6
86. A 74.7 13.8 11.5 73.6 10.3 16.1
87. D 57.5 23.9 16.7 66.8 13.7 19.5
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Sable 1. [o at >)

-iuostlon Key
Olrlo ^PrTS

A. D. U. A. D. li.

be. A 67.3 10.7 10.5 50.7 17. C 31.7
80. A 94. 1.7 3.5 ..7.5 2.C 10.2
90. A 70.7 0.2 12.1 65.3 9.G 24.9
91. D 47.7 20.7 31.0 41.0 19.

£

30.5
92. A 86*1 •- • 10.1 22.4 51.7 35.0
03. D 74.2 10.3 15.5 01.0 7.E 31.2
04. D 03.0 10.1 20.1 48.3 13.1 33.0
95. A 73.0 15.5 11.0 63.9 10.

£

10.6
00. A 57.5 31.0 10.9 48.8 32.7 10.5
07. 12.0 70.5 10.0 15.0 07.3 17.1
98. D 03.2 24.7 12.1 71.2 8.8 20.0
09. A 94*8 4.0 1.7 31.0 10.7 3.3
100. A 07.1 2.3 .0 89.8 3.4
101. D 90. . .0 .. .•; 86.8 .5 12.7
102. D 54.0 20.5 10.5 36.0 30.0 26.8
105. D 79.0 .;.•: 10.7 70.1 2.C 21.0
104. A 05.4 1.7 2.9 90.7 5.4 3.9
105. D 04.0 20.1 15.0 64.7 14.3 21.0
IOC. A 65.0 17.2 17.2 50.0 24.0 26.0
107. A 07.4 4.0 0.0 81.4 0.8 9.0
108. D 94.0 1.1 4.0 M*S 1.0 10.1
109. D 88.4 0.9 4.7 72.2 3.3 10.5
110. D 07. 2 12.1 20.7 43.0 11.8 44.6
111. A 71.3 10.1 12.0 03. C 17.0 18.5
112. D 44.3 43.1 12.6 28.8 48.8 22.4
113. D 37.4 47.7 14.9 23.0 55.6 20.8
114. D 56.0 30.0 12.0 50.2 23.8 21.0
115. A 70.7 0.0 10.5 88*1 10.7 31.2
110. A 1.1 1.1 01.2 4.4 4.4
117. D 27.0 51.1 21.3 18.1 01.4 20.5
110. 02.0 3.4 : . a 75.1 7.0 17.1
110. D 74.7 8.1 17.2 01.0 7.3 30.8
120. D 91.4 4.6 4.0 70.5 3.4 17.1
121. A 82.2 0.0 10.9 07.0 8.3 23.0
122. A 80.1 4.0 0.3 30.0 0.0 13.2
123. A 53.4 25.3 21.3 24.4 26.4 40.2
124. D 03.4 37.4 0.2 41.9 40.0 18.1
125. A 47.1 40.0 0.3 20.0 53.0 20.4
120. 55.2 24.7 20.1 43.4 15.2 43.4
127. D 03.4 24.1 22.5 :•:.: 23.4 32.2
120. A 32.2 43.1 24.7 13.7 40.0 40.

o

129. D 02. 10.1 21.3 52.7 0.3 37.5
130. D 51.8 24.1 24.1 37.

G

23.4 50.0
131. D 64.4 20.1 15.5 H • o 13.7 31.7
132. D 42.0 37.4 20.0 30.0 41.4 37.8
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>*uo3tIon iiey *•
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loo.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
130.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.
140.
140.
150.

61.5
67.8
63.8
55.7
51.1
B8*4
32.8
21.3
77.6
62.1
';!;...

02.0
75.0
76.4
40.2
7D.3
62.1

l..

.

15.5
18.4
13.0
27.6
28.8

.6
39.7
71.2
10.3
14.4
8.6
8.0

16.6
9.2
37.2
8.0

22.4

23.0
13.0
22.4
16.7
20.1
4.0

27.6
7.5

12.1
23.5
8.6
9.2
7.5
14.4
22.4
12.7
15.5

uopa
.. TTT

'!
D
A
D
ft

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
A
D
A
A

ua 23.9 29.0
42.0 19.0 39.0
67. 13.7 10.5
56.1 12.7 31.2
71.2 13.7 15.1
48.8 23.1 27.0
04.0 1.0 4.4
18.0 55.0 26.4
12.2 63. 19.0
65.0 10.3 23.9
57.6 6.0 35.6
71.2 5.0 23.0
56.0 14.1 29.3
59.0 21.0 20.0
45.6 15.7 30.7
47.0 22.4 29.8
41.9 14.2 43.0
47.4 19.0 33.6



question 75.1-100 % SO. 1-75.0# 25.1- 0-25. 0*
G. B| G. B. •G. 3. G. B.

Personal relations
1. X X
2. X X
3. X X
4. X X
5. X X
6. X X
7. X X
a. X X
9. X X

10. X X
11. X X
12. M X
13. X X
14. X X
15. X X
16. X X
17. X X*
18. X X
19. X X
20. X X
21. X X
22. X X
23. X X
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Table 2.

Question

( c ont .

)

75.1-100,- 50.1 -',' • 25. 1-50.0% 0-25.0%
C. B. c. a. G. B. G. B.

1 aaily relations
24. :: X
25. X X
26. X X
27. X X
28. X X
29. X X
30. X X
31. X X
32. X X
33. X X
34. X X
36. X X
36. X X
37. X X
38. X X
39. X X
40. X X
41. X X
42. X X
43. X X
44. X X
45. X X
46. X X
47. X X
48. X X
49. X X
50. X X
51. X X
52. X X
53. X X
54. X X
55. X X
56. X X
57. X X
58. X X
59. X X
60. X X
61. X X
62. X X
63. X X
64. X X
65. X X
66. X X
67. X X
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Table 2. (oont.

)

Question 75.1- I 50.1-•75.0,, 25.1-50.0$
j

0-25.0$
G. J. G. B. G. B. 0. B.

Family re lation3 (oont.)
68. X X
69. X X
70. X X
71. X X
72. X X
73. X X
74. X X
75. X X
76. X X

iiarriage preparation
77. X X
78. X X
79. X X
80. X X
81. X X
82. X X
85. X X
84. X X
85. X X
86. X X
87. X X

X X
89. X X
90. X X
91. X X
92. X X
95. X X
94. X X
95. X X
96. X X
97. X X
98. X X
99. X X
100. X X
101. X X
102. X X
105. X X
104. X X
105. X X
106. X X
107. X X
108. X X
109. X X



Table 2. (concl. )

o5

Question 75.1-100;, 50.1-7£. 1 25.1- BO.OjC 0-25.0#
G. B G. B. G. a. C. B.

Child Care
110. X X
111. X X
112. X X
113. X X
114. X X
115. X X
116. X X
117. X X
lis. X X
US. X X
120. X X
121. X X
122. X X
123. X X
124. X X
125. X X
126. X X
127. X X
128. X X
129. X X
130. X X
131. X X
132. X X
133. X X
134. X X
135. X X
136. X X
137. X X
138. X X
139. X X
140. X X
141. X X
142. X X
143. X X
144. X X
145. X X
146. X X
147. X X
148. X X
149

.

X X

150. X .. .

x
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Table 3. Percentage of subjects checking disagreement with
isw.. i

question 75.1-100$
0. B.

50.1-75.0$
G. B.

25.1-50.0$
0. B.

0-25.0$
0. B.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Personal relutions

X X

X X
X

X X

X X

X X
X X
X X
X X
X X

X
X

x

X

x

x
::

x
X

X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
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Table 3. ( o ont

.

)

Question 75.1 aooj 50.1-75. 25. 1-50.0£ 0- se.0;
U. B. ' G. . 0. B. G. B.

24.
family relations

25.
X X

26. X X
X X

27.
28.

X X

29.
30.

X X
X X

51.
X X

32.
33. X

X
X

X
X X

34.
35.

X X

36. X X
X X

37. X X
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

43.
X X

44.
X X

45.
X X

46.
X X

47. X X
X X

48. X X
49.
50.
51. X X

X
X

X
X

52.
53.
54.

X
X

X
X

55. X X
X X

56.
57.

X X

58.
X X

59.
X X

60.
X X

61.
62.

X
X

X
X

63.
64.

X
X

X
X

65.
66.

X X
X X

67. X
X
X

X

'
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Tabic 3. (cont.)

• Question 75.1-100$ 50. 1-75. 'J 1 25.1 -50.o;i 0- 25.0%
C-. B. G. 3. 0. B. 5. B.

60. X X
69. X X
70. X X
71. x X
72. X X
73. X X
74. X X
75. X X
76. X X

Marriage Preparation
77. X X
78. X X
79. X X
80. X X
81. X X
82. X X
83. X X
84. X X
85. X X
86. X X
87. X X
88. X X
89. X X
90. X X
91. X X
92. X X
93. X X
94. X X
95. X X
96. X X
97. X X
98. X X
99. X X

100. X X
101. X X
102. X X
105. X X
104 * X X
105. X X
106* X X
107. X X
100. X X
109. X X



•

.0 g| tooncl.)

.uoatlon 75.1-1 50.1-7.'.. 20. i- • 0- .,..',.

G. B. C. ^. G. B< 0. 3.

110. X 2S

111. X X
112. X X
113. X X
114. X X
110. X X
11C. X X
117. X X
118. X X
110. X X
120. X X
121. X X
122. X X
125. X X X X
124. X X
120. X X
12G. X X
127. X X
120. X X
129. X X
130. X X
131. X X
132. X X
133. X X
134. X ::

136. X X
136. X X
137. X X
13B. X X
130. X X
140. X X
141. x x
142. X X
143. X X
144. X X
145. X X
146. X X
147. X X
14B. X X
140. X X
150. X X
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labia -i

^ueatlon 75.1-100,; 50. 1-75.0# 25.1-4 .'.;. 0-25 .J,.

G. B. G. B. C-. Bt 1 G. B.
Personal relatj oris

1. X X
2. X X
3. X X
4. X X
5. X X
6. X X
7. X X
8. X X
9. X X

10. X X
11. X X
12. X X
13. X X
14. X X
15. X X
16. X X
17. X X
18. X X
19. X X
20. X X
21. X X
22. X X
23. X X
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Table 4.
{
o ont .

)

^ueation 75.1-100^ 50. 1-75.0# 25.1- QQ.OJI 0-25.0^
G. B. G. B. G. B. G. B.

Family relations
24. X X
25. X X
26. X X
27. X X
20. X X
29. X X
30. X X
31. X X
32. X X
33. X X
34. X X
35. X X
36. X X
37. X X
38. X X
39. X X
40. X X
41. X X
42. X X
43. X X
44. X X
45. X X
46. X X
47. X X
48. X X
49. X X
50. X X
51. X X
52. X X
53. X X
54. X X
55. X X
56. X X
57. X X
58. X X
59. X X
60. X X
61. X X
62. X X
63. X X
64. X X
65. X X
66. X X
67. X X
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Table 4. ( c ont .

)

misstion 75. 1-100% 50. 1-75.0# 1 25. 1-50.0^ 0-25. 1%
G. 3. G. B. G. B. G. ti.

68. X X

69. X X
70. X X
71. X X
72. X X
73. X X
74. X X
75. X X
76. X

Marriage Preparation

X

77. X X
78. X X
79. X X
80. X X
81. X X
82. X X
83. X X
84. X X
85. X X
86. X X
87. X X
88. X X
89. X X
90. X X
91. X X
92. X X
93. X X
94. X X
95. X X
96. X X
97. X X
98. X X
99. X X

100. X X
101. X X
102. X X
103. X X
104. X X
105. X X
106. X X
107. X X
108. X X
109. X X
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Table 4. ( o one 1 .

)

4ue3tion 75.1-100# 50.1-75 o£ !25. 1-50.0,.; 0- 38, )$
1 G. fl. G. B. • G . B

.

G. B.

Child Care
110. X X
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
110.

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

120.
121.
122.
125. X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

124.
125. X

X
X

X

126. X X
127. X X
120. X X
120.
130.

X
X

X
X

131. X X
132. X X
133. X X
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.

X
X

X

X

X X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

142.
143.
144.
145.
146.
147.

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

148.
149.

X
X

X
X
X

X

160. X X
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KANSAS STATE COLLEGE

Directions: Following are statements concerning personal and family relations,
marriage, and child guidance. You are to indicate if you agree
with the statement, disagree with it, or are uncertain about your
feeling. You will know of exceptions to some statements, but if
you agree more than you disagree, indicate by answering Agree, or

marking between the lines in answer space 1; if you disagree more
than you agi'ee, answer Disagree by marking in space number 2; if
you are uncertain how you feel , answer Uncertain by marking in
space number 3. Disregard numbers h and 5< Please answer all
statements.

Answer sheet
Example 1. Babies walk at nine months. 1 2 3 h 5

(Answer shows "Disagree"). *• ;;;l;;;;i

1. Adolescents want to be free of parent- 15. Adolescents regard the opinions of
al authority. their parents more highly than those

of their friends.
2. As a person gains more freedom he

should be able to assume more respon- 16. A good conversationalist is a
sibility. person who talks a lot.

3. It is better for a high school boy 17. It is more important for girls to be

or girl to have a few close friends well-groomed than for boys.
rather than a vride variety of friends.

IB. Boys in the family are allowed
1*. It is during the teen years that

many of the most important decisions
more privileges than girls.

of one ' s life are made

.

19. Boys and men have an easier time in
life than do girls and women.

5. A person should do what the rest of
the gang wants to do even if he feels 20. If a person shows affection, it is
that it is not right. a sign that he in "soft".

6. Reputation and character are the same. 21. Adults lead a free, unrestricted life.

7. If we do not get along vrell in our 22. Separate schools for boys and girls
family we probably will not get along are best during adolescence.
well with others outside the family.

23. Shyness or popularity are not in-

8. It is normal for adolescent boys and
girls to want to be independent.

herited, but are learned.

2U. Children should be seen but not

9. Personality is inherited. heard.

ID. If a person feels the need to boss 25. The mother should have the responsib-
others he is not mature. ility for training the children.

11. Persons who have been frustrated often 26. The father should be the head of the
become agressive. family.

12. Timid people usually are not popular. 27. The mother should be the "go-ietween"
in children's relationships with

13. Learning to understand children helps
us understand ourselves.

their father.

28. Mothers are too easy on their
111. Temper is an inherited trait. children.
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29. The father should be the disciplin-
arian in the home.

30. A good family life is the source of
the greatest happiness in life.

31. If a wife works outside the home, the
husband should expect to help with
the housekeeping. ij8.

ll6. In order to help a child develop
strength of character he should not
be given much sympathy by other
family members.

1*7. Competition between children in a
family is desirable.

It is the responsibility of parents
to protect children from hardships.

If a child resents being teased by
other members of the family, he should
be teased more often so that he will
learn to "take it".

50. Most parents pry and snoon into the
affairs of their adolescent children.

51. Parents expect too much of their
children.

52. The husband's role in family life is
more difficult than the wife's.

Kost men would be better off is they
remained single.

37. Younger children in the family %, Host parents set rules and regulations
usually find it easier to be friendly for their children just so they can
than does the oldest child. . show who is boss.

32. If a husband and wife do not get
along well together, having a child Ijo,

will help bind them together.

33. All children in the family should
have the same restrictions and
privileges.

3li. A husband should not bring his
business problems home.

35. A wife should be responsible for
settling household problems by her-
self.

36. Parents are more strict with their 53.
older children than with younger ones.

38, The arrival of the first baby
presents many problems and adjust-

ments for a young married couple.

39. Jealousy between children in the
same family is natural and to be
expected.

55. Women should not work outside the home
after marriage unless it is a finan-
cial necessity.

56. Parents are overly concerned about
the way their child's behavior will
look to the neighbors.

llO. The main reason for so much juvenile 57. If an adult would rather remain at
delinquency to-day is that parents
are not strict enough.

111. Parents have a right to expect
children to be home at the hour
specified, regardless of circum-
stances.

58.

home than marry, it is a sign that
his parents have done a good job of
bringing him up.

Constant quarreling between his
parents will serously affect the
emotional life of a child.

Il2. Democratic practices are not suitable 59. Sometimes people become ill in order
for most families because of the , to get their own way.
differences in age of the members.

j
60. Many women resort to crying in order

li3. If a man suffers a financial loss in to get their own way.
business, he should try to keep his
children from knowing about it. 61. Running a home is a dull, monotonous .

job.
Uu. No two children in the family ever

have exactly the same environment. 62. The husband should manage the family
money.

US, Conflicts betvjeen parents and child-
ren are to be expected during adol- 63, The wife should manage the family
escence. money.
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6k. The husband and wife should share 83, . Boys and girls tend to marry at an
responsibility for managing the earlier age to-day than did their
family money. grandparents.

&$. A mother :;hould put her children's 8U. ,
More teen age marriages end in

interest above everything else. divorce than those of any other age
group.

66. Every family should take time to
play together. 8?. A^ couple who goes steady through

high school and college is more apt
67. Sons fathers are jealous of their to have a hapuy marriage than if

own children. they date widely.

68; Entertaining friends requires a 86. Individuals from homes in which the
great deal of money. parents are happily married are a

better marriage risk than those from
69. A child should not bring his friends

home to play if they mess up the
broken homes.

house. 87. The engagement period is no longer
considered a necessary prelude to

70. Women do not organize their
housework.

marriage

.

88. There is a strong relationship
71. 'lives have too much leisure time. between the length of tine a couple

have known each other and the per-
72. Men work too hard. manence of their marriage.

73. Every parson needs a hobby. 89. One of the best ways to prepare for
marriage is to begin before marriage

Ik. A mother should give up outside
activities while her children arc-

to adjust, cooperatively to others.

small. 90. Individuals who have a wide variety
of friends through their develop-

75. It is easier to confide in a friend ment have a more successful
than in one's parents. marriage than those who lead a more

isolated existence.
76. Parents talk too much about their

children. 91. Most of the problems of married
life are due to sexual maladjust-

77. The standards of dating couples
should be largely the responsibility

ments.

of the girl. 92. There is no such thing as love at
first sight.

78. In "petting", it is all right for
the boy to "go as far " as a girl 93. If you are once in love with a person
vri.ll let him. you win alsays be in love with him.

79. Host marriages could succeed if 9h. People expect les3 of each other in
both partners care more about the marriage than they used to.
relationship than they do about their
personal whims. 95. It is desirable to marry someone of

the same educational level as your-
BO. Knowing a girl's family before

m-rriogc is not important.

self.

96. If a couple is not willing and ready
81. A good marriage is one in which to accept the responsibility of

there an no problems, no adjust- having a baby, they are not mature
ments, no conflicts. enough to Barry,

82. Ooys and girls need courses in t

family living.
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97. Marriage should bo a private affair 11?. A child would rather bo punished
between the two individuals, not a than be ignored.

a matter for public regulation.
116. Children need loving as much as

96, It is the bridegroom' s privilege to
assume full responsibility for

they need food.

planning the honeymoon. 117. If a child uses bad language, ho
should be punished.

99. '.Vide differences in religious belief
are often a cause of conflict in IIS. Discipline and punishment are the
marriage. same.

100. A couple should have medical exam- 119. New methods of discipline consist
inations before they are married. of letting a child do ay he pleases

as long as he doesn't hurt anyone
101. A couple should not get married

until they ere able to live at the
else

.

sane financial level as their 120. The same rules apply in raising
parents. all children.

102. A secret marriage is desirable under 121. A baby' s head is larger in pro-
some circumstances. portion to his body than is the

adults

.

103. It is best to marry 3omeone who is
your exact opposite. 122. The average baby weighs about seven

pounds at birth.
lOll. It takes work to make a marriage

succeed. 123. The eyes of a new baby do not focus
together, causing him to look

105. Differences in interests are seldom
a cause of conflict in marriage.

cross-eyed.

12U. Babies have to be taught to walk.
106. Boys should conform to the same mora]

standards as girls. 12?. Modern feeding of babies follows
the plan of letting the baby be

107. A boy riho drinks heavily is not »

a good marriage prospect.
fed whenever he wants to eat.

126. It is easy to have babies trained
103. If a boy does not have sexual ex- to use the toilet by the time they

perience before marriage, he is a are one year old.
sissy.

127. If a baby cries for attention, it
109. Helping with the housework is not

masculine.
Is best to let him cry it out.

128. Babies who are cuddled and held
110. It is possible for a mother to close while being fed, grow faster

mark her baby before «bi*th

.

and better than those who have their
bottle propped up.

111. Ho baby resembles one parent or the
other completely. 129. Thumb sucking is an indication that

the baby is lacking something in
112. The most important function of the

home is to provide physical care for

his diet.

children until they are grown. 130. Fhysical restraint should be used
if necessary to break a baby of the

11?. A good child is one who keeps clean
and neat, and obeys his parents.

habit of thumb sucking.

131. A child of two who says ^no"
111*. Children should be taught to obey

without question.
frequently is just being stubborn.
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1.32. Children two and three years old
play together cooperatively,

133. A child who Is pushed to learn as

fc.3t as possible will learn more
than if he is left to learn at his
o,m rate.

13);. Mechanical toys are bast for young
children.

135. It is natural behavior for a %yro

3 t old to snatch and grab what
he wants,

136. The age at which a child begins
to talk is a measure of his event-
ual language ability.

137. Meet children get their sex in-
formation from people outside the
horn:-

.

138. Then a child first asks questions
about sex, you should tell him »
all you know about the matter,

139. Flay is just as necrssary for
children as work is for adults.

liiO. If a child doC3 not do his house-
hold duties, his allowance should
be withheld,

llll. The moot important reason for

having an allowance is to teach
children how to save money.

Ill2. Some boys arc just bom "sissies"

1U3. Then children do not cat well, it

is a good idee, to tell them stories

during the meal.

lhlt. Small children should be r-xpeeted

to sit quietly at the table.

li*5>. Boys should not be allowed to play
with dolls.

lU6. Girls should be expected to st~y
cleaner than boys.'

111?. If a child is tired or unhappy, he
tends to slip back into baby habits,

lliQ. A child of two or throe should be

expected to say "please" and
"thank you".

ll(9. Many children who have been pushed
to hurry dawdle more than ever.

150. Mothers are overly conscientious
about ti-yinij to get children to

eat well.
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The purpose of the study was to discover the knowledge

and attitudes of a group of entering college freshmen in

relation to 3ome concepts of family living. A check list

of one hundred and fifty statements on personal relations,

family relatione, marriage preparation, and child develop-

ment was given as part of the regular battery of tests during

orientation woe;:.

The subjects for the study were boys and girls who

were seventeen and eighteen years of age and who were grad-

uates of Kansas high schools. A group of one hundred and

seventy-four girls and two hundred and five boys met those

criteria.

The check list as constructed by the writer was based

on material in three recent texts for family living. These

texts were written especially for use in teaching personal

and family relationships at the secondary level. Some state-

ments were taken verbatim from these books; others were

rephrased by the writor. The texts used were: Family Llvinr .

by Evelyn atillla Duvall; You and. Your Family, by Bernice

lioore and Dorothy M« Leahy; and Units in Personal Health

and Human Relations, by Lillian Beister, tfllllam Criffith,

and E. 0. Pearce.

An answer key was made to be used in analyzing the

responses. For the key, each statement was assigned a

rating of "agree" or "disagree". This was based on facts



known In present research end on the concepts of the authors

whose material was used In constructing the oheok list*

Separate answer sheota were provided on which the aubjeota

were instructed to check a space which showed one of the

following responaoa to each statements 1. agroe; • disagree}

or 3» unoertaln. The rating of uncertain was included on

the answer sheet because the writer believed that a scale

whioh would require one of two answers would encourage

guessing and not give a true picture of areas in which the

aubjeota lacked Information.

The responses of the boys and those of the girls were

tabulated separately, and the numbers converted to percent-

ages. The answers were analysed in relation to the grading

key, and comparisons were made between the answers of the

girls and thoae of the boya. i'rom this analysis, the

following conclusions wore drawn:

1. A higher percentage of girls than boya agreed with

the key representing the oonoopt of the authorities on all

except eleven of the one hundred and fifty stotenonts.

2. Of the eloven statorionts on which a higher percent-

age of boya than girls agreed with the key, five atateaonta

were in the area of marriage preparation, two were on person-

al relations, two wore on fanily relations, end two were on

child oare.

3. If the girls did not agree with tho aooepted answer,



they tended to show disagreement rather than uncertainty,

but the boys tended to lndloate uncertainty. There were

f Ivo statements on which aore than 75 per cent of the girls

disagreed with the Icey, but there woe only one statement

on which aore than 70 per cent of the boys disagreed with

the key.

4. There were only two atato:T»nto on which a higher

percentage of glrla than boys expressed uncertainty. On

those two the difference was slightly :iore than one per cent,

whoroaa on some answers the percentage of boys who expressed

uncertainty was several times creator than the percentage

for the clrls.

5. There were sixty-one statements on which aore than

25 per cent of the boya expressed unoortainty, but only

thirteen statements on which aore than 25 per oont of the

rlrlB expressed uncertainty.

G. There were no statements on which :iore than 50 per

oent of either boys or glrla expressed uncertainty, although

40 per oent of the boya wore unoertain about one statement.

7. To the sevoral statements presenting the authoritar-

ian or the democratic ooncept of faally living, a higher per-

centage of ;;lrla than boys gave responses which favorot! the

denooratio oonocpta, although the percentages for each croup

were not consistently high or low. The group seemed to accept

democratic concepts in theory, but were less able to apply

them In speciflo family relationships.



a. A atudy of the responsoa in the four aroaa reveals

intero8tlac conclusions whioh might be holpful in

presenting coursos in thcae areas

•

In the area of personal relations, ;aany boys and girls

agreed with the accepted concepts aa presented, indicating

that subject -.aatter in this area needs to be selectod care-

fully in order to avoid repetition. Soma of the material

could bo used for the boys, but loaa for the nlrl3. Most of

this croup agreed that "as a person galnn nore freedom he

Bhould bo able to aasurae more responsibility," but fewer than

20 per cent thought that "If a per8on feels the need to boas

others he is not mature*"

In the area of family relations, there la a need for

more teaching for both boys and girls, especially in helping

them apply democratic prlnoiplos in fanily living.

The area of marriage preparation was the one in which

both boys and girls had a rather wide tcnowledgc of facts and

accepted concopts although there are portions of this area In

which store teaching is indicated, statistics In retard to the

age of uarrlago, and aspects of satisfaction in the marriage

relationship were areas 3uggeatlng a need for wider lnforno-

tion on the part of this group.

In the area of child care, it waa apparent that boys end

girls laoi infonaatlon about oany of the newer concepts, iteoont

dovolopcicnta in regard to the emoti-.inal algnU'icanco of nethods

of child rearing are not well Isnown to this group, particular-

ly to the boya.


